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Farmers Union: A Family Farm Organization

We envision…

Our mission is to…

A world in which farm families and their communities are respected, valued, 
and enjoy economic prosperity and social justice. 

Advocate for family farmers and their communities through education, 
cooperation, and legislation.



Farm Economy in Crisis

Commodity Prices Have 
Dropped

~ 2019 Net Farm Income = $63.1 Billion
~ 49% drop from 2013!

Median Farm Income is 
Negative

~ Median household farm income is 
projected to be -$1,449 in 2019!



Land Values: A Double-Edged Sword

• Value of farm real estate assets 
accounts for over 83 percent of 
2019 farm sector assets

• A decline in land value could 
create opportunities for 
beginning farmers to access land 
at affordable prices



Land Values Holding



Trouble Brewing?



A Brief History of the Global Trade Order
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A Brief History of the Global Trade Order
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WTO: A Broken System?

Problems addressing emerging issues: WTO is 
consensus based – it can be held hostage by a single country.

Dispute Settlement Body overreach: DSP has 
created obligations or rights that were not contained in the WTO 
agreements.

Admission of China: China was allowed entry to the WTO 
under the condition that it would reform and transition to an 
open-market economy. China has never done this.

May cease functioning in December.



U.S. Trade Deficit



Disappearing Markets  for U.S. Crops



Trade War Accelerating a Trend



Diplomacy???



An Uncertain Future for U.S. Farmers

Impacts of the current trade disputes will last years
• Market Facilitation Program (MFP) provides short-term relief but

• Confusing rollout
• Disparities in payments county-to-county
• Provides no mechanism to address oversupply

Farmers need long-term predictability
• Do we need to rethink farm policy?
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